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Abstract
The basic construction of the Constance 11 experiment was completed during August of 1979 with
the insRallation of tic first set of Joffe bars. Since then, several 6nprovemcnts have beer, made and several
experimcnral investigations have bee=n conrpletrd. Ill cse arc: (1) the improved, liquid-nitrogen cooped, Ioffe
bars have been constructed and installed, (2) a diverter coil was installed between the guide and mirror field
region, (3) the 100kW ICRF,enerator has been constructed and tested, (4) the data acquisition system has
been completed, (5) confinement studies have determined the optimum hot-ion operation of the machine
with 7 tanium and pulsed-gas plasma guns, (6) the density, temperature, and radius of the plasma has
bren measured, (7) ion-cyclotron fluctuations have been observed, their bandwidth merited, and the con-
ditions for its appearance investigated, and (8) preliminary ECRH data have been collected demonstrating
resonance heating. 1p addition, development of the diagnostics has cunUoucd. For example, new x-ray
diagnostics have bc,.n designed and purchased, and progress on the Thomson scattering has been made.
Finally, a new hot cathode gun, which will soon be tested, has been designed and constructed. This report
discusses the current state of d;c mechanics of the Constance If experiment as well as the physics results that
have been gathered t() date. In addition, the motivation, background, and future plans for the Constance If
experiment will be reviewed
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Constance II
Summary
This report is a summery of the Constance Mirror Program. The Constance program is guided
by mirror physics issues relevant to the National Mirror Program. Specifically, we have concentrated on
problems of plasma microstability in minimum-B magnetic geometry associated with endplugs and MUID
anchors of the tandem mirror. Until reccntly.microstability was the central thrust of experimental mirror re-
search. I.lowcsrer, wirb the advent of the tandem mirror and its successful demonstration in TNIX, many new
ideas and issues hive competed for the attention of the cxperinicntal plasma physics community. Obtaining
microstability in a mirror confined plasma remains an important issue and one which will ultimately affect
the success of the tandem mirror. Within the context of microstability, new problems and questions continue
to evolve. For example, tic stability of sloshing ion distributions and plugs with thermal barriers generated
by groups of heated electrons. niese types of physics issues dctcrmine the role that the Constance program
plays h2 the mirror program. In addition, we arc continually assessing the ability of die Constance lI cxperi
ment to address other areas of midrror research. In particular, problems of electron he are ideally suited
to capabilities of Constance 11, and in this report we outline an ICRFI program to address many relevant
heating questions.
This report is organized into six chapters. The first chapter gives a summary of the experimental
results of the Constance program and a background and motivation for each of the four areas of mirror
research currently being pursued. 17tesc areas arc; 1) Hot electron stabilization of microinstabilities, 2)
Electron cyclotron heating, 3) Ion cyclotron heating, and 4) Plasma gun studies. The second chapter gives an
up to date report on the construction and mechanical status of Constance II. Several important changes have
been made and new diagnostics installed during the past year. Ili= are discussed in Chapter 2. Chapter
3 presents data from the confinement studies we have made and describes the plasma parameter regime
available to us on Constance 11. The final three chapters describe the objectives and status of the experiments
performed thus far in our ICRF, ECRH, and plasma gun programs respectively.
The Constance 1I experiment is a minimum B mirror device fueled by a hydrogen loaded titanium
washer gun. Its design parameters were chosen to make it suitable for studying microinstabilities driven by
the ion loss-cone distribution inherent to a population of mirror confined ions. In addition its modest sire
and simplicity permit a diverse program of mirror physics issues to be addressed.
.
1	 I
The basic const ruction of the Constance 11 experiment was completed by September 1979 with the
installation of the first set of quadrupole loffe bar coils. Since then, several improvements have been made,
several experimental investigations, have been complctcd, and our diagnostic capabilities have grown con-
siderably. 'lhc major improvements and additions to the experiment have been; (1) an improved liquid
nitrogen cooled lolfe bar design allowing better diagnostics access and significantly improved neutral gas
contro ; (2) a IOOkW ICRF generator; (3) a divcrter coil located between tie mirror and guide fields; (4)
a data acquisition system interfaced to the M.I: r. Nlacsyn;a Consortium Computer; and (5) A 'llwmson
scattering system is bcin^ built and will be completed by June 1980. 'Thus far we have completed experi-
ments to determine the optimum operation of Constance If fot, producing hot ion plasmas using titanium
and gas puffed washer guns. In addition, we have have measured density proflics, cicctron temperatures,
and characterized an instability that is observed during the decay of a hot ion plasma. finally, we have
perfornicd preliminary ICRF and ECRfI heating experiments.
The operation of Constance 11 is characterized by two disOnct operating modes. For relatively
short injection times, which result in line densities of S 10 12cm_2, a hot ion, mirror trapped plasma is
produced. 'Iles plasma exhibits confindment times which arc characteristic of the expected collisional and
drag processes. Under the proper vacuum conditions, this low density, high ion temperature (T; - 150eV)
plasma exhibits an instability at the ion cyclotron frequency. 'lle other mode of operation produces substan-
tially higher densities (eel < 5 X 10 13cm-2), but the plasma is characterized by a two temperature ion
distribution, a cold ion component, and a hot ion component (T; — 15oeV). The density of the hot com-
ponent is always G 1012em 3. For these long injection, high density discharges, ion cyclotron fluctuations
are never observed. We believe that this upper density limit of hot ion is associated with the plasma gun
operation, ^jand we have therefore undertaken a program to study the titanium washer gun and modified
washer gun designs which utilize a puffed gas valve for the source of hydrogen. 'Phis program has yielded
gun designs better capable of controlling the plasma density, but higher hot-ion densities > 10 12cm 3
have not been produced. in addition, we arc nearing completion of a hot cathode plasma gun similar in
design to de plasma source used by [offe et al, [Itef.17]. This gun has been used to successfully produce
plasmas in the range T; - 150eC , nE S 3 X 10 13cm-2 on the PR-6 and PIO experiments.
An ICRF heating program has also been undertaken to increase tic density and temperature of the
trapped ions in Constance 11. A 100kW, 5 MHz transmitter was constructed with surplus parts. Utilizing
this transmitter with a two turn loop antenna we have successfully raised the ion temperature to 46OcV at a
power level of 5OkW. We have also dcmonstatcd an enhanced trapping of de gun injected plasma. Thus
far, the application of ICRF heating to the Constance 11 plasma has not enhanced the observed instability,
however, the results are preliminary. We plan to continue dos program of ICRF heating with the objective
of evaluating the microstability of ICRF heated plasmas.
The hot electron stabilization studies begun on Ph.-6 (loffe,et al., [Rcf.171) an(! Constance I is con-
tinuing on Constance II. I'lie first stabilization c-perimeno have already been conducted with ECIIH during
unstable, low density discharges. Future work will compare the electron beam and the L'•CRH techniques of
making hot electrons.
IFinally, preliminary results of the ECR11 program arc reported. Good absorption is observed for
the extraordinary wave heating used for the experiments. Net  Beating efficiencies of 30% were ntcasttrcd.
Pleating has been observed at the first and second harmonics. No high density cutoff has been observed,
although this may be duc to edge heating. Measurements of the bulk electron temperature with a Langntuir
probe and of the total energy with a diamagnetic loop indicate the same "type" of heating observed in
Constance 1. The bulk electron temperature rises by about a factor of 3-5 and a new (-- 10 to 20%) popula-
tion of warm, 300-000cV, electrons is fornwd. The warm electrons appear to make up the largest proportion
i	 of the coservcd energy rise. Future, experiments will include 'Thomson scattering and soft and hard x-ray
diagnostics. Wc'plan detailed measurements of the evolution of the electron energy dist r ibution for several
heating geometries pertinent to tic tandem mirror program.
4
Introduction
1. Hot Electron Stabilization .
The most important physics issue of tandem mirrors is die microstability of the endplugs f Itcf.31.
'These microinstabilitics arc referred to as die drift-cyclotron-loss-cone (MI.Q. AINcii-loss-cone (AI.C),
and negative energy wave (NEW) °nstabildies of which only DCLC has been observed experimentally [Rcf.
71. As c%-idenced by high beam-cu, ,rcat operation in TMX, tic presence of the DCLC instability enhances
central cell losses and severely reduces endplug ion-confinement [Rcf. 441. To insure high efi9ciency,*future
reactors must maintain m+icrostability of the endplugs.
Fortunately, with the use of outboard, A-cell barriers, the glectrostatically conhned central-ccil ions
can fill the low energy, ambipolar hole of the hotter, endplug-ions. Recent theory has shown that, if the
barriers work as planned, this overlap of die central-cell ions into the plug region will stabilize all plug
microinstabilities ir. TIM-upgrade and MFrF-13 [Rcf§. 29,311.
However, other tandem mirrors issues such as the effects of NIFID ballooning modes and central-cell,
drift-resonance transport, have not yet been resolved. Future designers may be faced with the unpleasant
choice of micro-unstable endplugs with good radial confinement or microstahlc endplugs with poor radial
confinement. For example, TA RA, the proposed tandem mirror at M.1: ('., has two outboard anchors with
an axisymmetric barrier cell [Itef. 451. In this case, the axisymmetric drifts of the central cell ions eliminates
resonance transport, but the outboard'anchor is bare of the overlapping central-cell ions and must be stabi-
lized by some other means.
The search for an efficient and reliable alternate means of DCLC stabilization motivates the
Constance 11 hot electron stabilization experiments.
Stream stabilization, hot electron stabilization, and die stabilization due to clrctrostatically confined
ions in a sloshing-ion plug arc die only alternate tccliniqucs suggested at this time. Stream stabilization,
which is reasonably well understood, refers to the forced filling of die ion's ambipolar hole by injection of
a wane "stream" from a plasma* gun or a gas box. Stream stabilization was succcssfirl in stabilizing 2XIlB
but the stream cooled die electrons and significantly reduced dc ion confinement due to electron drag. On
the other hand, hot electron stabilization has the bonus of heating, the electrons during stabilization. loffe
and Kanaev;[Rcf. 18,19] first demonstrated this technique by creating with ErCRh1 a disk of magnetically
confined electron in thc:,.mirror midplanc.'Phc expcsimental results have been well explained experimentally
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by the argument that the electrons depress the midplane potential and electrostatically trap a sufficient
population ofcool ions u, fill the ambipolar hole [Ref. 191.
The 111-6 experiments lead to the only other successful, hot electron stabilization cvperiments. These
were the Constance i f-beam stabilization experiments conducted by Klinkowstcin and 3mullin (Ref. 221,
and, later, tic Constance i I-VC-RFI experiments (Rcf: 251. both the Soviet and Constance I experiments
observed enhancement of the instability at low to moderate powers and stabilization at higher powers. The
First effect was attributed to bulk electron heating which widened the ambipolar hole, and the second to
the accumulation of sufficient hot electrons to somehow cause stabilization. In addition, the increase in
diamagnetism during the onset of stabilization was remarkably similar for all three experiments. However,
an important difference between both the 1'-bcam and ICRI I experiments of Constance i and those of PR-
6 is the large axial spread iii the electron distribution found in Constance 1 as compared with the localization
to the mirror midpianc of the hot electrons in PR-6. This suggests that other mechanisms like V 11-drift
damping and electron Landau damping may also contribute to the process of hot electron stabilizatidn in
addition to the confinement of cool ions in local potential depressions.
The Constance iI experiment was designed for the purpose o"61agnosing tic mechanism and scaling
of the hot electron stabilization observed in Constance 1. '111e better diagnostics and vacuum access provide
an improved test stand for the investigations of hot electron stabilization. in addition, E-bcam stabilWition
can be compared with ECRH stabilization under identical conditions and diagnostics. However, as will
be described in the section on confinement studies, the Constance 11 plasma is unstable to ion cyclotron
fluctuations only for densities less than 10 12cm 3 . This is probably due to tic observed decrease in hot
':ran production as plasma density increases. Since this restricts the range of densities over which the electron
heating can be shown to stabilize the instability, the ability to determine the usefulness of the technique for
higher density tandem mirrors is limited. Consequently, new plasma suns have and are being constructed
which may increase the density at which DCLC and hot ions arc observed. This is discussed further in the
section on plasma gun studies.
Finally, die other scheme to stabilize DCLC is by use of a sloshing-ion distribution (Rcf. 211. Here,
the bulk of the ions have turning points near the mirror peaks which creates a density and potential depres-
sion at the mirror midplane. This is exactly the same idea behind the stabilization observed in ?R-6 except,
in this case, hot ions are excluded from tic midpianc instead of cold, electrons. This method of stabilization
may also be tested ht Constance 11 by tuning the ICRF to be resonant off-axis. This is explained further in
the section on JCRF heating.
.
2. ECRH Program
Current plans for tandem-mirror-reactors require electron-cyclotron heating to maintain the high
potentials of tic endplugs [Rcf. Sl. Plug electrons are heated to energies several tirrics higher than the
avenge central-cell electron energy and thermal'barriers (Rcf: 21 slow the heat exchange between the two
electron populations. The addition of Hernial barriers and electron heating to TMR designs reduce the
r	 ^
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projected plug input power by a factor of four and simplify pltig technology (Refs. 5 and 231. The 1.2 MeV
neutral beams required to maintain a high plug density without barriers can be replaced by the (hopefully
more fcasibte) 100MW collection of gyrotrons. The dic noal barrier allows high electron temperatures at
low input powers, and the locally high electron temperatures gonerate high potentials at low densities. The
prospect fur the impr&ement of tandem mirrors by the addition of electron heating and barriers has made
HCRH a vital and probably an absolutely necessary clement in the ultimate success of tic tandem mirror
reactor.
tlowever, the application of ECRI-i to derse (wr,, > wC ,), hot-ion mirror-confined plasma is new,
and tic experimental experience for heating under these conditions is limited,
Most of tic past experiments hav,: been ECRi-1 discharges. Of these, the most notable is the extcn-
sive work of die scientists at Oak Ridge under the leadership of R. Dandle which lead to the development of
i lYl' [Rcf. 9,101.Other discharges were studied by Fcsscndcn and Smullin [Ref. 121 and Ikcgami at Nagoya
(Ikcgami, [Ref. 15,161). Also; one of the only minimum-IBI discharges was the IN'1'ERM experiment [Ref.
14). Tlie ECR}1 discharge differs from` the heating of hot, highly-ionired plasmas since (t) die discharge
is created from m .icrowave-ionization of die high. neutral gas, (2) . most of-LKi RF energy was absorbed by
a.supcithermal electron-tail; which can'develop,energies up.to'scvc'ral hundred KcV.'Thc hot-tails were
well separated energetically from die colder and denser, bulk electrons whose density and temperature was
determined by die neutral pressure, the magnetic field, and the drag-po%ver from the hot tail. For high
enough pressures, the hot-electron plasmas were stable and built up densities such that wp, < w,, Since
these plasmas were predominately steady slate, and since the hot electrons dominated die power absorption,
bulk electron heating and electron energy development have not been studied experimentally in discharges.
For tandem mirrors, tic behavior and problems of electron heating of dense "reactor-like" endplugs
are expected to be different from that of the old discharge experiments. This is -ccause tandem mirrors
will require the "controlled development" of die electron energy distributions: Oil the one hand, the bulk
electrons must be locally heated to raise the positive confining potential of the plugs; while, on the other
har,:d, the barrier electrons must be tail heated to depress the potential and insulate the plug from die
central cell. hurdicrmore, to be efficient, the bulk-heating must guard against die added power drain due
to tail-heating. And, in die barrier, the ECRH must be designed to avoid "hot-tail runaway" which would
reduce barrier density and, consequently, die barrier's -ability to insulate [Ref. 401. The establishment,
time-development, and power balance, of a tandem-mirror, ECIIH-equilibrium has yet to be experimenu.Ily
studied, theoretically predicted, or understood. In addition, because of the higher densities and temperatures
of die modern mirrors, d=,c power absorption, accessibility and refraq.tion of tic microwaves has become a
much more critical issue in TM's than in ECRFI discharges. For example, certain launch angles will enable
complete first pass absorption; whereas, slightly different launch angles will allow die microwaves to pass
through -,r bounce around die plasma and heat unwanted resonance zones [Ref. 361.
The few non-discharge experiments that have been constructed to .date are characterized by high
density (wy,G
 > wr) plasmas formed by ;plasma guns with low to moderate initi, i electron temperatures
N ,?
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(T, ez, 20M. 'llicsc include lofic and Kanacv with PIZ-G [Ref. 19]. Maucl with +, `•,)nstanec I and 11 [Refs.
25 and 261, and, recently, Sntatlak (Itef. 411 studying second' harm nic heating of Phaedrus. Two important
results of the Constance I experiment were the inverse density scaling of hot-electron tail production and the
observation of a hot electron instability during high locating powers and low densities.
'I'hc first full test of PKII1.1 on tandem mirrors is planned fur the TIVIX-upgrade experiment early in
1982 [Ref. 421. l lere, the hot-electron barrier will be formed with second-harmonic ECIZI l in large mirror-
ratios (R=4), quadrupole-stabilized, sloshing-ion endplugs. First-harmonic heating of the outboard half of
the plugs will form the confining potential for the central cell. Other experiments will test variations of'this
corfiguration. Tara at MIT will hopefully be in operation late in 1983. Tara will feature an outboard anchor
and an axisymmetric plug [Ref. 45]. NIFI'F-13 will have two inbound anchors and the barrier and plug in the
outboard A-cells (Ref. 3].
All three of these devices share the idea of using hot, magnetically confined electrons . for a
barrier (and/or for an MMn anchor) and ECRH to maintain the high plug-cell temperature difference.
Unfortunately,l:CRH has not been experimentally tested for these applications. Consequently, tic tandem
mirror experiments will be confronted with two, somewhat overlapping physics tasks: (1) the study of tan-
dem mirror confinement (eg. microstability, radial transport, and potential confinement), and (2) the study
ofelcctron cyclotron heating of mirrors.
The Constance If ECRH experiments are designed 't%; help bring timely naswers to some of the
questions contained in the second task. Although the size, density, and temperature of the Constance II
plasma are lower than those expected in TARA and 'rMX-U, immediate solutions to the mysteries of acces-
sibility, heating rates, ECRI I-maintained equilibria, and bulk vs. tail heating would most certainly speed the
application of ECRH to future machines. Currently, Constance II is equipped to investigate the following
problems:
1. Demonstration and evaluation of the bulk heating of dense, mirror-confined
plasmas.
2. The study of the conditin,os which produce bulk or tail heating and of those
producing "ECRFI runaway".
3. Formulation of a consistent theory which predicts the observed heating rates and
the scaling of die heating with density and temperatures.
In addition, at a later date, Constance ii can:
4. Crate and cvaluatc a hot electron barrier by maintaining a localized population
of magnetically trapped electrons.
t
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5. And, identify the hot electron instability, raid determine; the conditions Fur des-
tabilization.
1'Ihe procedure and description of the experiments designed to accomplish this are described with more
detail in the section on Vic ECRI-I pro,n nlm. Also, preliminary results of die FCR1-1 experiments are
presented.
3. Ion Cyclotron Heating .
During the past year we have begun to investigate ICRF heating in the Constance If experiment.
The goals of the ICRF program are
1.To better control the trapped plasma parameters in Constance IL.
2. To investigate the microstability of ICRF heated plasmas.'
3. To explore the possibility of producing a sloshnnf; ion distribution using ICRF
with stream filling of a mirror.
An ICRF transmitter capable of delivering 100 kW at 5 Ml Iz was constructed in the summer of 1980
from surplus parts. The primary motivation for constructing this transmitter was to increase the ion energy
and density of die Constance 11 plasma.17his increase in ion cnerev would allow us to study p0dasmas that are
potentially more unstable to microinstabilitics driven by ion loss-cune distributions. Very little control of the
ion temperature is possible with the normal titanium washer gun operadon. We hope to be able to control
T; over a range from 150eV - 1kcV. In addition to changing T;, the application of ion cyclotron heating
shouid trap streaming plasma from .thc.washcr gun more clicctivcly. The washer gvn produced plasma has
been shown to be composed of a hot ion component and a cold ion component (see Chapter 3). -Thus far
we have not been able to produce high density plasmas without a'substantial fraction of coi\d ions. We arc
hopeful that the application of ICItF can be used to heat the cold component sufiiclently to prevent it from
stabilizing die ion cyclotron instabilities we study.
The use of ICRF heating as a stabilizing technique to microinstabilities was originally suggested by
Kesncr [[fief- :71j. The ion distribution function resulting; from ICRF heating combined with fueling near the
velocity space loss boundary tends to produce a distribution that satisfies aflaE < 0 throughout most of
velocity space, in constrast to neutral beam fueled plasmas. In addition, die ion distribution can be changed
by moving die resonance zone between mi ror midplanc'and the mirror peak. We hope to fully explore die
microstability of these ICRF heated plasmas.
The use of sloshing ion distributions in quadrupole and axisymmctric.ciidplugs to produce thermal
barriers and create microstable MFID anchors, is a current topic of great interest in mirror research. We
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plan to investigate tic posssibility ofcreating. r slushing ion distrib.ition in Constance II using ICRF heating.
By tuning the hc;, iag to a resonance far oi l, the to rror niklplanc ,std fueling Jw mirror with a stream gun
it may be possible to create a shushing ion distribution. We av ,. writing a Monte C.ido code to assess the
feasibility of producing slositing ions in Constance 11. We plan to measure j,„(A,L) by modifying our
charge exchange anily/er to view the plasma at angles of < 90' to the magnetic field. If we are successful
in producing a density distribution peaked olr the mirror mrdplane we flan to c%aluatc its confinement
properties (i.e. rr,,,, /, stability) and cumbine our I CI1 heating to produce a thermal barrier at the midplane.
4. Plasma Gun Studies .
In the Constance experiments, the mirror is loaded with plasma produced in a plasma g-un. In our
experiments, so far, diesc liave been washer-guns either fueled by an HI loaded 1"i anode or by a fast gas
valve. It is a fortt gate fact that these guns produce a plasma with ;t ^'-i6nificant hot ion component, and that
the plasmm is highly ionized. ' thus it is possible to produce a plasma useful for studying inirror pro,,lcros,
with rather simple equipment. I-lowevcr,.we have only a limited ability to very (increase) the ion temperature
above	 150eV, since the only variables are the gun discharge current and the injected gas.
As part of our overall program, we arc studying the plasma streams from the washer guns (Ti and
pulsed gas), and we arc building a hot cathode (Lalk) plasma gun for similar studies.
Although we have collected considerable empirical data, we still have no coherent description of
the ion heating mechanism. The electrostatic fluctuation spectntm has a strong band in the UHF region
0.2 < < 1.5G11a. This corresponds roughly to f0j. Although we have searched carefully, we haveItfound no evidence of electron-plasma, f,,,, oscillations, after the first Frew microseconds of the discharge.
Corresponding to die observed density, these should lic in the range of 10 -40 GHL
Future work will continue to focus on the ion heating mechanism, as well as on the study of die hot
cathode plasma gun.
of
Construction and Mechanical Status
1. Vacuum System .
A schcanatic drawing of Constance If is shown in 1 =igurc 2.1. and a photograph of the device as of
June 1980 is shown in Figure 2 .2. During F,Y.80 the basic device fabrication as outlined in the proposal
was completed with Elie exception of tic Thom son scattering cquipmcnt. Several new diagnostics were
constnrctcd and a new Joffe bar design was fabric .ucd and installed.
The vacuum system utilizes 1"i gcttcrcd surfaces throughout to attain tic base pressure of 5 X 10-9
Torr. All gcttcrcd suraces arc at room temperature with the exception of the lofPc bar magnet which is at
LN, temperature, A divertcr coil has been installed betwccn Elie mirror peak and the plasma gun to prevent
cold plasma in the guide field region from entering die mirror during the plasma decay period. The divcrtcr
coil is energized by an ignitron switched capacitor. 11ie diverter field has a rise time oi^ 50, qsec and decays
with a time cons ftant of 600µsec.
A new GN2 cooled loffe bar coil set was installed to improve vacuum conditions during plasma injec-
Lion, and to improve diagnostic accts; in tic mirror region. During tic initial operation of Constance 11, we
discovered that the support structure for the original lo0c bars intercepted plasma flowing from the plasma
bun. In addition, vacuum leaks w-cre discovered in the stainless steel casing of die coil. Subs t-quently, a new
design was fabricated which incorporated L Nl cooling and a simpler support stucture. ']be LN2 cooling
enabled us to use smaller copper conductors. hence increasing access and providing cooling for die gcttcrcd
surfaces of the loffc bar structure. Figure 2.3 compares the cross sections of die two lofPe bar designs.
2. Diagnostics .
Several diagnostics have been installed on Constance 11 during Elie past year.. Listed below is a brief
description of each diagnostic and their status of construction or operation.
2.a. Microwave Interferometer . A 60 GEN interferometer is installed at tic mirror midplanc. Line dcn-
gibes it) t2cm-2 > ra! > 5 X 10 12cm-2 arc routinely measured. 'lie cutufFdensity is 4.4 X 10'2cm-2.
2.b. Charge Exchange Analyzer . A three channel charge exchange analyzer is mounted to view the
mirror midplane.111r analyzer tatilizes electrostatic deflection and chanacitron detectors. Oxygen is used, ns
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Figure 2.3. A comparison of the old and new lofl'e bar cross sections.
a stripping gas because of tic increase in sensitivity it provides for energies below 1 KeV. Ion temperatures
have been measured in the range NOW G Ti C 500ev. nic cross sections for the stripping and CX
reactions have been programmed in the computer which enables nearly instant interpretation of tic data.
2.c. Probes .
Floating potential probes arc used to observe electrostatic fluctuations characteristic of ion cyclotron
instabilities. In addition, they arc used to measure the low frequency (steady state) value of die floating
potential. Two probes arc currently mounted in Constance II. A double tip probe is mounted at the mirror
midplanc and is movable in radius. 'ncc probe can be rotated to measure k 11, kl. ,A second probe is
movable along die axis and adjustable in radius. In addition, a Langmuir probe mounted at the mirror
midplanc has been used to measure electron temperature, and density as functions of radius and time. 'llie
probe bias voltage can be swept 600 volts in 7,usee.
2.d. Diamagnetic Loop . A 100 turn, electrostatically shielded, diamagnetic loop is mounted 2 cm of the
midpla ne. 'llie loop has been calibrated using two coils to simulate tic diamagnetic moment of die plasma.
Integration of the loop signal is performed with die aid of our diagnostic computer interface. 'nce loop
provides good quantitativc data when the machine is operated in a simple mirror (no loflc bar field) mode.
However, die pulsed nature of loll'e bar current has made it difficult to obtain reproducible results while
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energizing tic coil. We have ordered parts for the molification of the loll'e bar canaciior bank to produce a
flat top current for > 50msec.
2.e. Spectroscopy . 'Three spectroscopic instruments have been used on Constance 11 over the past year.
First of all, a .5 meter visible ntonochromator was used to view the 1/2" plasma gun directly while monitor
ing various metal bnparity lines (mainly titanium). This experiment gave its insight into the metal impurity
production rate of tic gun. Doppler broadening measurements of H;j line were also made indicating the
production of relatively cold hydrogen neutrals by the gun. Secondly, a .2 meter VUV monochromator
fitted with a channeltron detertor and counting circuit has recently been installed oil 11. The
monochromator has been used to investigate ilnpurky radiation in the vacuuin ultraviolet, and to verify
die electron temperature measurements of the l.angmuir probe. Backfilling of the machine with various im-
purity gases was used as a calibration of various impurity lines. Preliminary results showed oxygen impurity
levels of 5% and somewhat higher impurity levels of carbon. Finally, in a general survey of VUV impurity
lines, we found measurable signals from Cli, CIV, N111, OII-OVI,1111,111V, and CuN.
Completing our spectroscopic diagnostics was an Optical- N1ultichamtel-Analyzer (OAMA) loaned to
us by Princeton Applied Research. With dais instrument we were ,abie to judge radier quickly the difference
ira fi anius production between our standard i/2" plasma gun and a new pulsed gas gun (considerably less for
die pulsed gas gun).
2./. Thomson Scattering . Construction of a 11iomson scattering system is nearing completion for instal-
lation on Constance, 11. The entire system has been designed to translate on one optical table, allowing easy
alignment and radial measurements. In-line collimation and bcain expansion assur<s a very low divergence,
spacially pure beam is focused to a 1 mm spot size within die chamber. 'rhe polychromator is a three grating
device providing twelve orders of magnitude attenuation of die 6943A stray light signal. The dispersion
is such that reliable measurements should be possible over the range 5 < Te < 100eV. Six 20A wide
channels detected by Varian VPM 192 photomultiplier tubes feed into a twelve channel charge integrating
digitizer. The digitizer interfaces dirently to our data acquisition c inputer.
2.g. Data Acquisition System . Nearly all of the Constance If data arc digitized, stored, and processed by
a data acquisition system. The system consists of a CAMAC; crate, with .;t's interface and digitizer, connected
to die Plasma Physics TV display system and the Macsyma Consortium computer. After each shot, die data
are cataloged, processed, and plotted within one and one halfminutes.
Two, eight channel'4001(E1z digitizers are used for die slowly varying signals such as the density,
diamagnetism, CX, and soft x-ray signals. Four fast, 20 MHz digitizcrs allow processing of DCI.0
fluctuations and fast-sweeping Langlnuir probe currents. Interleaving die clocks on the fast digitizer enables
FFI' analysis up to 20 MHz for 501aec intervals. in addition, 3 items have been recently purchased which
will expand the data handling capability. The data from the eight hard x-ray channels will be digitized in a
mater; tlte'I'homson scattering data will be recorded by a 12 channel charge digitizer; and a 32 channei ADC
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will be used to record various charging voltages rind setting~ bcro rc cacti shot.
2.h. Soft X•Ray Detectors , Soft x-rays of energies between 25OeV and 10kcV art measured with Tour
OR'ITC Series It surface barrier detectors. Beryllium filter~ are used to select fins energy bands within
which the radiated bremsstrahlung in(cusity is rticasurCLI, Transimpedance preamplifiers have been built for
tic detectors, currents of 10--1) amp can be measured at bandwiddis of 200 k  Iz. This equipment will be
used primarily to determine the amount of hulk and mil hcathig resulting from VCR and ii-beam locating.
The surface barrier array is inside the vacuum system and can be lilted radially and axially to help determine
the location of tic hot electrons.
2.1. Hard X•Ray Diagnostics . The hard x-rays produced from hot electrons from 5 KcV to 50 KcV will be
measured by coamting scintillation in a fast, Koch-light, plastic scintillmer. The pulses from an RCA 8575
I'fvl'I' are fed into an eight channel 100 fell-Ir discriminamr which will give in indication of the hot electron
energy distribution. 'llic output of the discriminator is counted in a 24 bit CAMAC scaler which will be
processed by the computer.
2.; Endloss Analyzer . A five=grid energy anal yzer has been installed at the clad of laic chamber to study
the particles st reaming out of the mirror during tic plasma gun pulse and during the plasma decay.
r	 ^
Confinement Studies
1. Introduclion .
In this chapter, we present data from the Constance 11 experiment which represent the operating
regimes as we currently understand them. The introduction gives a brief description of the machine opera-
tion and presents the timing sequence of a typical shot. In the following sections we present data which
characterize two regimes of operations; "long injection" discharges and ".short injection" discharges. 11te
plasma in these experiments, was generated in a 1/2" '11-washer gun. Subsequent experiments with a pulsed
gas gun showed qualitatively similar results. We discuss the conditions that are required to produce a
mirror confined plasma of moderately , sigh ion tcui rperature and presen t characterist, s of the resu lting ion
cyclotron instability. Finally, in this chapter we present tic many other measurements that have been
taken which characterize „ur pla,naas geonietry and evolution during a t^ pical discharge, Tic data relating
to ICRF and ECR heating experiments will not be presented in this chapter but arc presented in their
respective chapters.
The Constance '11 experiment is operated in a pulsed fashion, the shots arc about 1 cosec long and
separated by Approximately 2 minutes. Plasma is produced by a hydrogen loaded titanium washer gun or gas
puffed gun of similar design. Plasma flows ,along die 2.5 meter lung guide field into the mirror region where
a fricthm of this streaming plasma is trapped by collisions and wave turbulence. Plasma injection occurs for
0.1-1. millisecond. 50paec before the tcrminadon of the plasma injection, a divcrter coil located outside the
mirror peak is energized. 11ac purpose of the coil is to prevent plasma that has collected in the guide field
during injection from streaming through the mirror region during the plasma decay period. Plasma which
is not trapped in the mirror during injection flows into the end vacuum tank and strikes titanium gettcred
surfaces. f=igure 3.1 shows a typical time sequence for the experiment. Titanium gettering is used throughout
the, experiment to help control the evolution of neutral gas during a shot. In general, neutral pressure is held
below 5 X 10—(' 	 the duration of discharge, and virtually all of this gas production has been link6d to
plasma flowing into chamber walls, Ioffe bar coil supports, probes, ctc. in tic mirror chamber. With the
quadrupole loffe bar coils horned ofT, the neutral pressure rises to a much smaller level.
The three groups of magnet coils arc independently controllable over die following range; guide-
ficid S 1.88-G, midplane-field S 5.5kC midplanc, quadrupole field ellipticity <20: 1. 'lltc data presented
in this chapter were taken with the guide field set at 1.8 kC, and a mirror midplane field of 2.8 kC with an
ellipcity of 12.
I,
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Figure 3. 1. Typical timing sequence ► )r Constance 11 shot.'
2. Typical Discharges .
In this section we present and discuss the data from two sets of shots that are representative of the
discharges obtained on the Constance Il experiment using a 1 /2" titanium washer gun. The first set of
data is the average of nine cunsccutive shots taken under identical conditions and is characteristic of "lung
injection" shots. The plasma injection time was 375 µsec and the plasma sun capacitor bank was charged to
2000 volts. The data arc presented in Figures 3.2 thruug,h 3.4. The second set of data is the average of six
shots with a shorter injection time of 250 µsac and voltage of 2000 volts on the gun capacitor bank, These
shots arc characteristic of"short injection" shots. These data will be presented later in this section.
In the first data set, (iea "long injection") Figure 31, the line density rises to a peak value of
1.9 X 10 13cm_2 at die time of gun crowbar. The density then decays with a time constant of approximately
50 psee. Charge exchange flux signals from two energy channels of the charge exchange analyzer are also
shown. These two signals were used to calculate the ion temperature shown in Figure 3 .2 characteristic of
the CX flux above 500cV, 17ie charge exchange signals arc related to several plasma parameters through the
relationship
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Figure 3.1 Average of nine shots charactcristic of "long injection" shots.
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CXrtu: = Cre„ni^exp(—E/kT)
where nn is die neutral background density, ni is the ion density, F. is the energy of the channel, T is the
Ion temperature and C is ti constant which includes the charge exchange and stripping cross sections, and the
calibration of die instnlmc IaL It is clear from ft above relationship that the, !on density, n i , at a given energy
can be measured if N, and Tare known. T is determined from the ratio of the signals from die two channels
U = 
1n(C.Yaw1CXhiph).
Ehigh "— Eiow
We have been able to measure nn as a function of time by intentionally backfilling die vacuum chamber with
a known density om, gas and observing the increased change exchange flux in each of the energy channels.
The neutral density N prior to backfilling is then related to backfilled case by
_	 CXn(t)
n° CXiy(t) — CX,,(') N0,
where No is the known backfill density, and CX,,, CX,v are the charge exchange flux signals corresponding
to the neutral densities N and No respectively, Backfalling the vacuum chamber to a low density N. a
10 1 tcm—? has also been valuable in enhancing die observed charge exchange flux early in the discharge
when no is very low. We note here that the charge exchange flux measured by our analyzer is only an
indication of ion density above 500M Our plasma is probably composed of a hot ion component and cold
ion compon ,^:nt as explained later. Therefore, we wiil refer to the ion density measured by the CX analyzer as
the "hot ica density".
We present two additional pieces of data. Figure 3.4 shows die neutral density measured as a
function of time using the technique described above, In Figure 3.3 we show the data from an average of
nine shots taken under the same conditions as the data in figure 3 .2 except that the vacuum cliamber was
intentionally backfilled to a pressure of 3.2 X 10 —OtorrH2 . in addition we show the total pressure (backfill
plus plasma produced) and the corrected CX signal which indicates tic true time history of tie trapped
hot-ion density niTap(E) where E is to energy of the respective channels. We note here that die charge
exchange diagnostic measures only the charge exchange neutrals that orig4jated as deeply trapped ions since
it views die plasma at die mirror midplanc and at 90 0 to the magnetic flcld. '11iat is, it only views neutrals
that satisfy ill a 0, vi— 2E/rn; whcrc.E is the energy of the channel.
The tnappcd not-ion density, nr,ap, is given by die following rate equation
hoe	 hoe
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of relative CX intensity measurements as the chamber is backfilled with
hydrogen.
where n^f,',«„, is the density of streaming hot plasma (produced by tic plasma gun). Referring again to
Figure 3.3 it is clear that ni,ap reaches a maximum at about 150psec into the discharge, for the two energies
being measured. At this time, the two terms on tic left hand side of equation 3.1 must be equal, making
dn i ,ap/dt = 0. The trapping and loss rates rt ,ap, ria„ are both diffusive processes in velocity space,
resulting from collisions and RF or turbulent diffusion. While we do not know what rl ,ap and r1,,,, are
quantitatively, during the filling process, they may be nearly equal since the diffusive processes which trap
streaming-ions also result in loss of trapped-ions. The above argument leads us to die following conclusions
about die present operation of T1 washer gun operation and the filling process of die Constance it experi-
ment. Harly in die gun discharge the current of hot ions reaching die mirror rises rapidly to a peak value.
The hot ion current dun decreases with time, however, the trapped hot density continues to rise and at a
I = t,,,ar die hot ion streaming density, n,-i lc.,,,, equals die trapped density nh ap. From this time forward,
both n,,.p and 4,1-fain decrease monotonically with time. The density continues rise but this is due to
colder, streaming ions. This scenario is summarized in l-igure 3.5.
To establish a useful mirror confined plasma, we must maximize the density of trapped energetic
ions and minimize die various collisional loss processes. The data presented thus far indicate that this
optimum operation is obtained by injecting for a time 	 as indicated in Figure 3.5. We present data from
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Figure 3.5. The evolution of naIream and ni°op,
a discharge of this type in what follows. However, some discussion is appropriate at this juncture on our
,.bility to control nt,.p and the time t,,,or for which n°Ta i, is maximized. Our primary control of plasma
gun operation is through the voltage aj)plied to the capacitor bank power supply for the gun. to general, we
can state that over a range of voltages from 750v to 1500v, higher voltages result in shorter times for t,,,,,a
and that relatively little change is observed in the maximum value of rni'ap. Outside this voltage range, the
maximum attainable ntaP is generally lower in value. However, other factors affect the operation of die
gun and the values of t,,, Qj and n^`T,t t,. The total number of discharges logged on a gun effects the condition
of the I lydrogen loaded washer and hence effects t,,, a= and ni T; p , albeit in a somewhat unpredictabic way.
Finally, the vacuum conditions of the machine and the surface conditions of the gun have proven to have
effects, as yet not well understood. These issues will be presented in greater detail in the plasma gun studies
section of this report.
We now present and discuss data from a series of "short injection" shots. These data arc averages
of several consecutive shot's• taken under identical conditions. The plasma gun injection parameters have
been chosen to maximize tic measured value of i&htr  ap. '1'licse data arc presented in Figure 3.6. The charge
exchange* flux rises to a peak at approximately the time of gun crowbar. The peak fluxes measured in the
two channels are approximately equal to the first set of data representative of the lung injection shots. The
measured line density is very low during most of the shot, being at or near our lowest detectable value of
approximately 8 X IO l L cm— 2 , Note that the line density rises to a peak value of 1.G X 10 12Cm_2 at the
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Figure 3.6. Average of seven shots illustrating "short injection".
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time of crowbar, ho%vcvcr this short duration of increased density i, not consistent with the time history of
the CX (lux and therefore cold or unconfined plasma is probably responsible fur this rise in density.
if we Like the charge exchange decay time to be equal to the trapped density decay time (this is not
strictly correct since we should correct for variation of n„(l)), we can calculate the expected trapped density
assuming classical losses due to ion-ion, electron drag, and charge exchange collisions.
.l _	 1	
+	 +
1	 1	 . .
	
Trconf	 Tii 109 If
	
Tdrag 	 Tes
& f f is the effective mirror ratio R/(1 + 0/r,) which accounts for a positive potential of 0 at the midplane.
We have taken a potential 0 = 4T, 20 volts, E, = 150eV, and tic measured confinement  time
,r./ = 200µsei. Using their collision times given by [Itcf. 11, we calculate an expected trapped density of
nirap = 5 X 1011cm-2.
The conclusions can be summarised as follows. We have successfillly produced a mirror confined
plasmas of moderately high ion temperatures T i = 150eV and line dcnsity of n^ - o X 101lcm—'-.
'Tlese plasmas exhibit confinement times which are consistent with collisional losses from a mirror R = 2.
Attempts to increase the trapped dcnsity above nl > g X 10 11 cm-2 result in die addition of a cold ion
component and the reduction of the hot ion component. Densities or tip to nt < G X 10 17cm-3
 have been
demonstrated with depressed ion temperatures and may be useful for ECRI-1 studies. '1'hc above results have
lead us to explore tic operation of modified washer gun designs, and hot cathode guns which have proven
more successful in similar experiments on Alt-7 by loffe and co-workers (loffc, et al., 1974),
3. The Characteristics of the Ion Cyclotron Fluctuations .
Our goal in studying tic mirror trapped plasma in Constancc iI is to produce a plasma which
reliably cxhibi4s an instability of de kind routinely observed on higher energy density devices such as 2X(113
and 7T1X. We have described, in the previous section the controls and parameter range available to us in
the operation of Constance 11 using the 1/2 inch titanium washer gun as our plasma source. From the pre-
vious discussion we would expect that instabilities driven by an ion loss-cone distribution would be present
only when operating in die "short injection" and therefore low density mode. We have found this to be
a necessary however not sufficient requirement for observing ion cyclotron fluctuations during the plasma
decay. The utmost care and vacuuni integrity is also an important ingredient for exciting loss-cone driven
instabilities in experiments of moderate ion temperatures (100-1000eV). We have observed this to be the
case on previous experiments, Klinkowstcin, [Ref. 22), Maucl, [Rcf. 25J, and it has been reported by others
[Ref 18).
Shown in l^lgure 3.7 is an oscilloscope photo of the signal from a floating potential probe, located at
the mirror midplane,.during the plasma decay of a short injection discharge. The probe contacts the plasma
^^' ft
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Figure 3.7. Oscilloscope photo of the signal from a floating potential
probe, located at the mirror midplane, during the plasma decay of a short
injection discharge.	 ,
at its edge (r = 3cm). During the injection phase of the experiment, fluctuations are detected which are
broad in spcctnhm and associated with the discharge mechanism of die plasma gun. Immediately following
gun crowbar and the energizing of the divcrtcr coil, a quiescent stage of the plasma decay is observed usually
lasting 50 — 150psec. A burst of Iuctuations is then obser ved. The fluctuations during the plasma decay are
at die ion cyclotron frequency and its harmonics. Shown in Figure 3.3 is a burst of ion cyclotron fluctuations
that was captured by one of our high frequency digitizers and the assoxiated Fourier transform of this signal.
Note that peaks are observed close to die calculated midplane ion cyclotron frequency.
As mentioned earlier, the fluctuations are observed only under die best of vacuum condition and
for short injection duration. We do not observe dhese fluctuations for longer injection discharges. This
is consistent with die increased collisionality associated with the high density cold ion component that we
measure under these conditions.
.r
4. Other Plasma Parameters .
In addition to the plasma parameters already discussed several other measurements have been made
to characterize the Constance If plasma. .A Langmuir probe located at the mirror midplane was used to
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Figure 3 .8. A burst of ion cyclotron fluctuations captured by a high fre-
qucncy digitizer (top) and the Fouricr transform of this signal (bottom).
111e second peak is due to the aliisi-q of the second ion-cyclotron har-
monic.
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Figure 3.9. Ion saturation current as a function of radius and time with
loffe bars energized.
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Figure 3.10. Ion saturation current as a function of radius and time
without lofTe bars.
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measure the radial density profile, and to determine T, as a function of time. Shown in Figure 3.9 and 3.10
are the ion saturation current as a function of radius and time, for two plasma injection conditions. Figure
3.9 is with the loffc bar coil energized and Figure 3.10 is without the loffc bar field. The most immcdiatc
difference between the two cases is the larger radial extent of the plasma when the loffc bar coils are on. The
haft bar field also has a marked effect on the measured trapped, hot-ion density. In the absence of the loffe
field, the trapped, hot-ion density is below the sensitivity of our charge exchange analyzer even when the
.
	
	 chamber is backfilled with HI to levels higher than those with the Joffe bars energized. This indkates Clint
trapped, hot-ion.density is increased by more than 100 times when the quadripole field is on.
The Langmuir probe bias voltage can be swept through to 600 volts in lµaec. It has been used to
measure the electron temperature during the Constance 11 dischaf t. `i he electron temperature is generally
in the range of 15-40cV during the injection phase of the experiment and somewhat colder 4 . 15eV during the
plasma decay. Figure 3.11 shows the electron temperature for gettered and ungettered vacuum chamber con-
ditions. A slight increase in Te was observed for the gettered case. Also shown, Figure 3.11, is .a parametric
plot of probe current vs. bias voltage for a typical probe sweep.
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Figure 3.11. The electron temperature for gcttered and ungcttcrcd vacuum
char,iber conditions. Also shown is a parametric plot of probe current vs.
bias voltage fur a typical probe sweep.
ICRF Program
1. Introduction .
An ICR1- heating program has been undertaken on die Constance (i experiment with a primary
objective of better controlling the mirror trapped plasma parameters. In die absence of ICRF heating,
plasma parameter adjustments arc possible only by changing the plasma gun power supply settings. 'llic ion
population can be altered in several ways using ICRF heating. Bulk heating of ions is possible by resonant
absorption of the slow ion cyclotron wave. Trapped plasma density can be increased due to enhanced
diffusion of ions in velocity space. Finally, the ion distribution can be broadened or peaked in velocity space
by changing the location of the resonance zone in the mirror.
Our initial ICRF heating results have shown that we can successfully heat the ion population up
to 450cV by die application of 50kW of RF power resonant near the midplanc of the mirror. In addition,
the data from the microwave interferometer imply that the trapped density is increased substantially by the
application of tic iCRF heating.
2. ICRF Transmitter .
A 5 Ml{z 150kW transmitter was constructed to perforni the ion cyclotron heating experiments. This
transmitter was constructed from surplus parts collected from the Plasma Fusion Certcr and the Research
Laboratory of Electronics at M.i.T. 'rhe circuit design is a two stage class C amplifier. A schematic of
the circuit is shown in Figure 4.1. The first stage consists of six 61 ,1613 pentodes operating in parallel and
produces a maximum output of approximately 1k W. 'i hese tubes drive tic output stage which consists of
a single EIh1AC 4CX15000 air cooled tetrode. This tube is capable of delivering 150kW in a short pulse
mode. The plate power supplies of both amplifier stages are capacitors which arc charged by power suppl;:as
of modest rating. The transmitter can supply its full output for 1 msce.
11ie antenna used to couple power to the plasm is a two turn loop antenna insulated with Kn ;wn
and woven glass. 'Me design is illustrated in Figure 4.2. The unloaded Q of the antenna is 150. The antenna is
located 15 cm from the mirror midplanc and die long dimension or the loop is in die direction of the plasma
fan. The dimensions of die antenna were determined by Langmuir probe mcasurcmcrits of the plasma at the
location of die antenna. Figure 4.3 shows the ion saturation current as a function of radius. The dimension
of the antenna loop was chosen to be r = ±3.5cm so that plasma would not intersect the antenna, but
coupling to die plasnia would be maximized
Figure 4.2. Illustration of ICRF antenna design.
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In order to properly match the antennl to the transmitter, low power plasma loading experiments
were perfomed with a single turn loop antenna and later repeated with the two turn antenna. The radiation
impedance was measured as a function of frequency. The data for the two turn antenna are shown in Figure
4.4. A Pi matching network was used to match the 500 ohm output impedance of the 4CX15000 tube to a 52
ohm transmission line. 'rhe antenna impedance of 5 + j66 ohms was then matched to the transmission line
using a capacitive network as shown in Figure 4 .1. The transmir^sion line is 9.9 meters long and is essentially
lossless when compared to the antenna loss in the presence of tic plasma.
3. Heating Results .
ICRF heating of the Constance 11 plasma has been performed for RF power levels of up to 50 kW.
The ICRF heating pulse is coincident with the plasma gun injection time. Ilic heating pulse is 200-500 µsec
long. 'rhe maximum power level of 50 kW is limited by breakdown of the ceramic feedthrough insulation
of the antenna. Maximum heating, as observed by tic charge exchange analyzer, was obtained when the
heating frequency was tuned near the mirror midplanc field (w/w i = 1 . 02). However, beating has been
observed for frequencies .95 < w/w,A
 < 1.2. Figure 4.5 shows die increased charge exchange signal
observed in die 500cV charge exchange channel a5 the frequency is tuned through the midplanc resonance.
We have measured the charge exchange flux as a function of energy to determine the increase in
}
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average ion energy resulting from the application of ICRF' heating. For a SOM heating power level, the ion
temperature increases From 265cV to 460cV. The charge exchange spectrum data arc shown in Figure 4.6.
The initial heating results have not shown a noticeable increase in ion cyclotron fluctuation levels
t
	
	
associated with the DCLC instability. However, more data must be taken before we can be sure about thr
effect of heating on the instability. We arc investigating tic effect of ICRF heating on the ion distribution
function. 'The growth rate of the instability is dependent on the detailed nature of die distribution function,
and the application of ion heating Inay after the distribution in such a way to have a stabilizing effect. A
Monte Carlo code is being written to include tic effects of ICRF heating so drat we can better understand
the effect of heating on the ion distribution.
r ^
.0
Figure 4.6. Charge exchange spectrum wide and without ICRF.
ECRH Program
The prime goal of the Constance 11 electron cyclotro-t resonance heating (ECRI .1) program is to
develop a basic understanding of the physics of hcating dense (w,,, > w,r) and modern tely wnrm (T`  >
20eV) mirror-confined plasmas. Once this heating process has been successfully uncerstood, it should be
possible to explain and predict the evolution of the electron energy distributions in the pre,ence of RE
17he experiment is well equipped to create and evaluate a hot electron thermal barrier, to study hot electron
stabilization of microinstab i I i ties, and to identify tic hot electron instability observed at high hcating powers.
Huse arc the four principle tasks which can be addressed by the FCRI•I experiments.
The details and plans of the ECRH program arc organized into four sections. First, the microwave
hardware, and basic heating configurations are described.'1'hen, the experimental geometries and procedures
for tic four tasks arc briefly summarized. In the second section, qie expected behavior of the experiment
during ECRH is previewed, while, in the third section, the data from the first round of heating experiments
are presented,
1. Constance II ECRH Facilities and Procedures .
Constance II has a high power, 9.3 GHz Varian Magnetron which has been adapted for use in a
single, long-pulse mode. Die magnetron along with the electron diagnostics described earlier provides a
facility for the evaluation of ECRH in mirrors.
The microwave source is the same Model SFD-303, 3 cm, MV coaxial magnetron (on loan from
Varian Associates) used to stabilize ion-cyclotron fluctuations in the Constance 1 ECRH experiments [Ref.
25]. A long-pulse, spark-gap modulator allows hcating powers tip to 200kW for 45µsec. The forward and
reflected powers are monitored by calibrated attenuators and detectors, and the waveguides are pressurized
with SFr to avoid breakdown. In addition, the enlarged access of Constance 11 as compared to Conswice
	 .
1 has allowed the launching horns to be located farther from tic plasma boundary nearly climinadng the
window breakdown observed in Constance 1.
The first set of cxperiments.(mid those which arc currently in progress) is designed to examine the
physics of two launching geometries: (1) a side-launched, linearly polarized, extraordinary wave, and (2) an
end-launched, right-liand circularly polarized, whistler wave. 'Huse two modes should have high first-pass
absorption in the low to moderately hot electrons of Constance 11 and allow simple theoretical models to be
used in analyzing die data. The wave-uidcs and launching horns for these experiments arc presently under
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Figure 5.1. Waveguidc geometry for tic preliminary Constance 11 I CRH
experiments discussed in Section 5.3.
construction. Temporarily, a horn has been placed in the mirror midpl ►inc as shown in Figure 5.1.
The objective of these first experiments is general and exploratory. They should determine ex-
perimcntaliy tic evolution of the electron c ►icrgy distribution as plasma and heating parameters arc varied.
The x-ray, 'rhompson scattering, VUV, and magnetic and l.angmuir probe diagnostics will determine the
net power absorbed and the percentage of tail and bulk heating. All of the electron diagnostics except the
VUV monochromator can be scanned either radially, axially, or• both to estimate die density and location
of "sloshing" electrons and tic amount of edge heating. 'I'lie microwave power and pulse length can be
changed pe ►Ynitting the comparisim of non- linear and quasi-linear heating and the detennination of the
energy confinement properties at any instant du ping the 45µsec heating pulse. Finally, the most versatile
feature of die experiment is the wide range of plasma densities and magnetic fields over which a target for
the I'M H can be produced. 'llte variation of density allows direct comparison of overdense and underdense
absorption. Raising . or lowcring the main magnetic field permit the heating of the plasma at cider tic first or
second harmonic and the rc-positioning of the resonant zones to any axial position within the mirror.
Another set of experiments can be perfornicd in conjunction with the i?-beams studies. The scaling
of the heating properties with the initial electron temperature might be experimentally determined by "pre-
headng" the electrons during plasma buildup with a controlled injection of tic Prbcam. By initially warning
r
r
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the electrons, the most serious limit to die direct application of the Constance, Ii ECRI •I results to future
experiments, namely the low to moderate electron temperature, may possibly be extended.
After cataloguing tic effects of i;CRi I, die machine will be in a position to address the three specific
problems or applications of HCRFi discussed in tic introduction. These arc (1) to create and evaluate a hot
electron thermal barrier, (2) to study hot electron stabilization of microinstabilities, and (3) to identify the
hot electron instability observed at high heating powers. Ilic order and extent to which these projects will be
undertaken depends both upon the outcome of tic preliminary F.CRH study and upon the outcome of die
confinement studies (hopefully, producing • a dense, DCI.0 unstable plasma). At this time, only a brief listing
of the possibilities For die second half of die hCRH program is presented.
First, a hot-electron thermal-barrier can be created using a design similar to that proposed for TMX-
upgrade. By reconnecting the mirror coils we can produce a 4:1 mirror ratio instead of its present value of
2:1. Then, the same microwave plumbing used for the heating experiments will be used simultaneously to
heat die midplane barrier electron at die second harmonic and die outboard "bulk" electrons at the first
harmonic. Tlhe variable power splitter will be used to enable both horns to be powered from die same (and
only) magnetron while still .permitting complete control over relative intensity at each region. if "sloshing-
ions" can be produced by the ICRF, the energy required to maintain the barrier will be compared to
that needed with and without iCRK To test and evaluate die barrier, a large stainless steel paddle will be
inserted near one of the mirror peaks purposely cx)ling the un-heated half of the mirror plasma. Iang.muir
probes pcysitioned on either side of die barrier will be able to measure the difference of die local electron
temperatures as a function of barrier density and temperature.
Secondly, hot electron stabilization of F)CLC can be studied in the same manner as used previously
by Klinkowstcin [Ref. 22] and Mauel [Ref. 251 on Constance 1. However, Constance 11 is armed with supe-
rior diagnostics and (hopefully, by die time these ciperimcnts are fully underway) a thorough understanding
of the capabilities of F.CRFI. In addition, * the simultaneous progress of the E-beam studies should allow
direct comparison of E-beam and ECR1-I stabilization under identical conditions. I'he objectives of the stabi-
lization experiments will then be straightforward. First, those specific heating conditions (e.g. power, pulse
timing, and resonant zero location) which stabilize the fluctuations will be identified systematically. Then,
using die same methods used during the exploratory ECRI •I experiments, the electron energy distribution,
axial electron location, axial potential variation, and neutral gas pressure present during the moments of
stabilization will be analyzed. It should be possible to combine these data with past results and with the
recent theory of Gerver [Ref. 13] to generate a consistent experimental picture of die mechanism responsible
for the hot electron stabilization observed in Constance II.
Finally, die last possibility currently planned for ECRH at Constance 11 is the identification of the
hot electron instability which has been observed at high heating powers on both Constance I' and Constance
11. The conditions for the onset of die instability would be labeled by varying density, heating power, and
heating zone location. The . frequencies, wavenumbers (fur die electrostatic modes), and bandwidths of
the instability will be measured using techniques zimilar to tlhose described in die section on gun studies.
In addition, die detrimental clFect of die instability on die electron confinement will be measured using
Y,
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diamagnetic loops and x-ray diagnostics.
2. A Theofetical Preview of ECRH .
The theory which will be used to interpret and analyze die Constance If ECRFf data falls into three
categories. It must determine (1) tic route followed by the waves, traveling from the launching horns to the
point of absorption, (2) the mtxhanism by which the particles absorb tic wave energy, and (3) tic global
energy balance between the waves, electrons, and the electron's collisional losses. This section bricfly reviews
these three theoretical problems fur the purpose of clarifying the issues facing the experiment and assisting
the description of the preliminary data in the following section.
Porkolab [Ref. 361 studied the ray trajectories, accessibility conditions, and refraction patterns of
electron cyclotron waves propagating in mirror geometry. By using the simple linear model of cyclotron
damping, they have been able to estimate the initial power absorption of the waves by a locally Maxwellian
plasma. This work is immediately useful to the Constance Ii ECRFi experiment. For example, from a CMA
diagram, it is found that tic right-hand circularly polarized (whistler) wave is always accessible provided
the wave is launched from the high field region or the mirror. The extraord=.nary wave (with kp = 0) is
accessible when launched from the high fields only to w,,. ` w,;,. Then, using Porkolab's calculations for
the power absorption [Ref. 11 and 35] the whistler wave is expected to be completely absorbed on tic first
passes; whereas, the extraordinary wave should be absorbed on tic first'pass only for electron temperature
greater than about 300 to 100cV depending (in a complicated and critical way) upon the density, the mag-
netic field gradient, and the direction of propagation with respect to the magnetic field. Since Constance II
has an initial clect,on temperature between 5 and 20cV, the sidc-launched waves will initially pass through
or refract around the plasma. The rays will bounce within the chamber and get absorbed either by the high
l l modes, by making several pass through resonance, or by wall absorption. After the initial heating phase,
the electrons arc likely to be non-Maxwcllian; nevertheless, as the temperature rises above 200eV, complete
first pass absorption is expected.
The mechanism of linear cyclotron absorption used by Porkolab to estimate the RF damping is not
useful, however, to model the time development of die electron energy distribution. This requires a detailed
treatment of the bouncing orbits of the particles in the magnetic (and electrostatic) well and the stochastic
diffusion resulting frum the overlap of die wave particle bounce resonance [Ref. 23, 4, and 23]. Diffusion
coefficients for the particles have resulted from these analyses and can be used with a Fokker-Planck code to
predict the time response of the electrons to ,die i•~CRI{. These theoretical studies arc underway and should
give details such as the heating rate, ECRH equilibrium, and turning-point accumulation. In addition,
careful analysis of the power absorption mechanism gives a limit to tic maximum power which permits
valid application of the linear theory. For tic experiments described in the next section tic heating can b
considered linear roughly when P(Wail) < 5V'/3(kev). In other words, for 5kW heating, tic average
electron erner0y must be greater than t KeV. In most cases, the Constance 11 heating is highly non-linear.
The heating rate, then, is given by the bounce rate of die particles and the average change in magnetic
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moment on passing through resonance, [Ref. 281. The non-linear heating scales approxiately as P 1/2 , and the
linear heating rate scales as P* f.
Finally, the remaining theoretical aspect of the ECRH heating to be considered is the confinement
and joss properties of the heated electrons. 'These arc predominantely the classical collisional mechanisms of
the mirror in contact with the walls via an external plasma and the background of neutral gas [Rcf. 1 and
271. (Cyclotron and bremsstrahlung radiation should also be included here; however, for all tcmperatetres
expected in Constance 11, these will be insignificant compared to col!isional lasses.) The possibility of art
ECRH mainmincd equilibrium is of great importance to the barrier studies and will be invcstignted both
experimentally and theoretically.
3. Preliminary Experimental Results .
While construction of the diagnostics is being completed, preliminary data have been gathered in
order to test the base operation of the•modulator. lieating has been successfully observed, and, in this
section, prfy liminary "check-out" data arc summarized [Ref. 261
The geometry of the experiments was shown in Figure 5.1. 'The side-launched, extraordinary mode is
used although the horn is placed in the low-field region so that much more edge headng is expected than in
future experiments. The diagnostics used for the experiment were the midplaiie diamagnetic loop, l.angmuir
probe, interferometer, and VUV monochromator. The forward and reflected power were also monitored.
Five different questions were asked:
1.How does the net -energy absorbed change as the main magnetic field is changed?
2. How does the absorbed energy vary with injection power (for fixed RF pulse
length)?
3. How does the net energy absorbed change. with increasing RF pulse length (for
fixed power)?
R. What is the variation of net energy absorbed with increasing line density?
5. What is the change in the bulk electron temperature, as measured with the
L.angmuir probe, due to the heating?
These questions were straightforward to answer experimcntally and provided adequate demonstra-
Lion of the operation of the magnctron.
4
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Figure 5.7, Peak changes in clectron diamagnetism dale to ECRI-! as die
main magnetic field is varied. Without Iofl'e bars. A first and second
harmonic peak is observed.
Fiamdimnnwtismvs. Midnlane field
Figure 53. Peak changes in clectron diamagnetism ai the magnetic field is
varied. With Ioffe bars.
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Figure 5.4. The peak change in diamagnetism vs. RF power for constant
ECRH pulse length. Curve shows an approximate heating clTiciency of
30%.
R
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Figure 5.6. Changes in diamagnetism as the line density is varied.. With
Iofl"e bars. Notice the rica rdl y constant net heating for densities above a very
low threshold. The exact value of this low density threshold could not be
measured. No high density cutoff was observed.
Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show the results of varying the magnetic field with and without loffe bars. Plotted
on the graphs is the peak change in •diainagnedsm duc to ECRH as the mirror field is varied from well
below resonance to fields above which no resonance exists on axis. The addition of the Ioffe bars appears to
sharpen tic first harmonic resonance as compared to no Iotl'e bar example. Also, second harmonic heating
was observed without loffe bars. (No corresponding data are available when the Mile bars were energized
since the We power supply cannot operate at low currents.) Tliese data demonstrate resonance heating.
Figures 5.4 and 5.5 answer questions 2 and 3. The first shows a net heating efficiency of 30% for
20psec RF injections and for RF powers up to 5001 1. This is approximatcly.5 times more efficient than that
observed in Constance l [Ref. 25]. Th., second shows die net energy absorbed as the RF pulse is lengthened
and reveals the very inorestin g msult that, by 10psec, die heating and loss rates appear to have nearly
equilibrated.
The change in the diamagnetism due to changes in density during heating is shown in Figures 5.6
and 5.7. The first figure represents the data when die loffe bars were energized, while the second is when die
We bars were not used. Here, die density.was controlled by lowering or raising die plasma gun voltage, and
E
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Figum 5.7. Changes in diamagnetism as die line density is varied. With no.
loffc bars. The top graph shows how this data was obtained: by varing the
gun voltage.'I'he general trends arc die same as those shown in Figure 5.6.
the line density was monitored by the interferometer. In both cases, the maximum heating was observer' at
the lowest density that could be measured by die interferometer, although as the density increased no rutoff
was observed. Whether this eflcct is due to the good accessibility of wares propagating along fold lines or to
edge heating will be determined with probes and Thompson scattering during future experiments.
Finally, the Langmuir probe data are shown in Figure 5.8, which plots die bulk electron temperature
during and after the f.CRH heating pulse for several injection powers. The peak bulk temperature increases
by a factor of four from 5 to 2fieV as the power is raised to 25kW. After tic end of die RF, di p bulk electron
temperature returns to — 5eY with a charactcristic time of about 20µacc. Figure 5.9 gives an example of the
Langmuir probe data. 'The "bulk electron temperature" referred to here is found from the largest slope of
the probe 's IV characteristics. It was not possible to estimate the density or energy of an electron tail from
these experiments.
Other dam were Liken in the course of answering the five "check -out" questions. Dic intensity of
the oxygen VI impurity line was found to more dean double during several 50k1Y heating pulses. After the
end of the CCRH, the level decayed back to its normal level within a few tens of microseconds. The "hot
electron instability" was observed under conditions similar to those found in Constance t by using the high
impedance floating probe. A brief experiment was conducted to determine the effect of die ECRH on the
It
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Figure 5.8. Several measurements of the bulk electron temperature during
and after the >~CIM pulse. Powers between 0 and 25kWatts were used.
The heating started at AOOpaec and lasted for 15psec. The temperature
returns to its normal — 5eV after about 20psec.
ion-cyclotron fluctuations observed at low densities. Although the fluctuation level was high and although, at
high powers; die ECRH consistently reduced the fluctuations, the stabilization results were not repeatable at
moderate and low powers. Ilie data, representing 38 shots, are shown in Figure 5.10.
The build-tip and decay times of the diamagnetic signals were recorded which can provide a useful
diagnostic when dieir rates arc compared to the classical collisional loss rates. Sample diamagnetic and
interferometer data are shown in Figure 5.11 for two shots with and without ECRH. Notice the sharp (-y 1
to 51aee) increase in the plasma energy followed by the "equilibrium" maintained for the duration of le
heating pulse. Tice energy decays to about G0% of the equilibrium * value the instant the power is turned off
and, then, more slowly (rd,caa F:t+ 20 to 30psec) for the remainder of the decay. The line density shows
a remarkable increase during and a p- •catly slowed decay after dw ECRH pulse. This may be due to edge
heating or to turning -point accumulation.
Obviously, the many interrelated processes which give rise to the behavior observed here arc con;pii-
O.ated, and it is the purpose of future study to unravel them. However, a fcw simple calculations can suggest a
course to follow.
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Figure 5.9. Example of the Lingmuir probe data with (top) and without
(bottom) c1camn heating, Notice the '2 times higher bulk c1camn
temperature. Ilic size or temperature of a warm electron tail could not be
determined from this dau
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Figure 5.10. Results of 33 shots with and without ECR1•I while monitoring
tic ion cyclotron fluctuations in low density plasma. TiuMium gectcring
was used before each shot. The results did not seem repcauiblc. for low or
moderate powers. More data will be taken at a later time.
The density during tic RF pulse is between 0.5 and 1 X 10 13cm, 3, and the bulk elcctron tem-
perature is 5eV. This corresponds to the "long injection" mode of operation described in the section on
confinement studies. The diamagnetic measurement, therefore, gives the ion temperature to be between 15
and 35eV. The, then tic EkW heating pulse is applied, nT climbs by 400 X 10 1 'cVcm-3 even though the
bulk electron temperature only rises by 15eV. Since the l.angmuir probe data do not exclude the possibility
of a 10-15% hot electron tail, the data are self-consistent (assuming no complications dtie to edge heating)
only when there is a tail of energy between 250 and 700eV. Furthermore, the total decay time (collisional
plus drag) for 500eV electrons in a 5 X 10 12cm—'3 cold plasma is 20psec. (These are the same arguments
used by Mauel, (Ref. 25J to suggest that "warm" not "hot" electrons were responsible for the observed
DCLC stabilization). Finally, 5kW is equal to the power loss of a half-liter plasma at 2 X 1012cm --3
containing 500eV electrons with an energy confinement time of 20psec. Thus, the balance. of the observed
energy loss rate and input RFpower is "close enough to indicate that the observed ECREl equilibrium is
plausible.
Plasma Gun Studies
1. Introduction .
The hot ion plasmas in the Constance It mirror experiments are produced by plasma guns of the
washer type. Most of our experiments utilized then washer gun developed by Coensgcn [Ref. 6]. (1) With
gun discharge currents in the 1000 amp range, and durations of 300-500 µget. The plasma injected into the
mirror region has a significant hot ion component (Ti > 100 —150eV), and an essentially cold component
At "low" densities 10 1 t - 12cm 1 , the ions are mostly hot. At higher densities there is a mixture of hot and
cold ions. The neutral gas injected into the mirror remains below 5 X 10- 8 Torr for about Imaec. 'I his is
a remarkably simple system for producing an "interesting" plasma. Unfortunately, there is no independent.
control over density or temperature. Thus, we have been studying some of the detailed characteristics of the
Ti washer gun in order to better understand how it works; and we have investigated some washer guns in
which the Ti washer was replaced as an 112 source by a pulsed gas valve.
The 2" Ti washer gun that we obtained from Lawrence Livermore Lab is shown in Figure 6.1. Our
modified pulsed gas gum is shown in Figure 62. The Ti anode has been replaccd by, Mo. The gas valve
opens and closes in about 2 msec. A similar gun with a 1/2 dia. cathode and anode is now being studied in
Constance II.
The pulsed gas gun was built to test the observation that the ion temperature varies inversely with
the gas density in the gun. The gas valve would allow us to independently control the gas density. This
has turned out to be only partly .true. There is a reservoir of gas on the surface of the cathode and the
other electrodes that establishes the minimum gas density during the discharge. However, the valve gun does
not have the run-away pressure build up at long pulses that accompanies the heating of the Ti washer, and
preliminary observations indicate that levels of metallic impurities arc much reduced in the valve gun.
The mechanism responsible for heating the ions-is still a mystery. During the gun discharge; the
anode-cathode voltage lies in the range 100-200 volts. Nevertheless, we observe ions with energies of
1000cV, or more. This indicates some sort of cumulative acceleration - either by a coherent wave interaction
or by a stochastic process.
The mechanism re=sponsible For heating the ions is still a mystery. We observe ions with energies
out to 1000aV, or more, and we believe that they are accelerated by some cummulative process - either by a
coherent wave interaction of by a stochastic (turbulent) process. Our initial, assumption was that we would
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Figure 6.2. Schematic of nuiscd gas gun.
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find a strong oscillation at I,., driven by the electron beam pla;,ma interaction near the cathode. A lengthy
search has failed to detect die expected mm wave signals, or any strong signals > 1.5G1Iz. Howevcr,
there is a strong Land of signals in the neighborhood of 1 GHr, which is close to the ion plasma frequency.
These oscillations may be responsible for the ion heating, but we still do not knuw how they are excited or
energized-
	
.
2. Gun Measurements .
The work reported here follows on that of Rymer [Ref. 40], and is somewhat parallel to that of
Oshcr. (Ref. 331. We present here a sapling of some of die incasuremcnts made in die plasma stream
leaving the gun.
The guns tested were 2" washer guns - Ti-washer and pulscd-gas. They were excited by a delay line
with an internal resistance of about 0.5 ohm. Since the effective arc resistance was about 0.1 ohm, the system
was nearly constant current controlled by the bank voltage.'Ilhe principal measurements made on the plasma
stream launched by the gun were:
• Strearn current Iy (Rogowski coil, collector plate)
. Total energy (flat plate calorimeter)
• Diamagnetism, W 
• Visible spectrum
• Radio spectrum
The important adjustable parameters were
• Pulser bank voltage, Vb
• Guide field strength,B,
• Injected gas, controlled by die valve voltage V„
A 2" pulsed gas gun was installed in Constance Ii, and fired with various valve settings. The pressure
rise in the 500 liter tank was measured with the pumps valved off. Figurc . 6.3 shows the relation between
injected gas pressure and valve voltage. it is evident that die gun produces a plasma with no injected gas
l
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K = 0), and that the valve only adds grAs above the minimum levels indicated. 'Me ambient pressure was
about 5 X 10-7 T, and die time between slots was minutes, so that there was ample time to absorb the
amount of gas evolved. 'llu cathode area of 20 cm 2 could easily contain more than 10 111 molecules, and a
similar number is available from the inner surfaces of the washer stack. One conclusion we may draw, is that
the Ti washer's Rinction is to load tic electrode surface with Ill for the succeeding shotl
For the subsequent data reported here, we used a somewhat improved valve. Its calibration, of
injected molecules vs valve voltage is shown in Figure 6.4.
The stream current, I, = I ---1+ was a net electronic current for all the range of parameters we
observed. It's dependence on By is shown in Figure 6.5. The dependence on gun voltage is shown in Figure
6.6. Figure 6.7 shows the time dependence of the stream current of the pulsed gas gun. The rise in current at
the end, we believe, corresponds to a depletion of gas in the gun, (see Figure 6.10).
Figures 6.8 and 6.9 show the dependence of diamagnetism, W L, with bank voltage, and magnetic
field strength.	 -.
Figure 6.10 shows the effect of injected gas on: stream current, diamagnetism, and total energy. The
increasing diamagnetism with iV„ represents a denser but cooler plasma. Figure 6.11 shows the variation of
W1 with bank voltage for several levels of injected gas.
The visible spectrum signals of some impurities (Cu, Fe, and Mo) arc shown in Figure 6.12 for the
pulsed gas gun, for the cases of injected gas and for no injected gas. It is apparent that the impurity signals
are greatly reduced with injected gas. We have observed that guns operated with no injected gas show signs
of melting around the anode aperture, and on some of the copper washers.
We explored the RF spcctrum.of the fluctuations in the plasma stream, and to a limited extent within
the gun itself. Fxc,.-pt for die first few microseconds of the discharge, we have not been able to detect
signals above about 1-1.5 GHz. With plasma densities greater than 10 13, we would have expected plasma
frequencies in the range above 30 GH7. We did, however, find a relatively strong band of frequencies in the
range 500-1000 MHz; this corresponds, roughly, to the ion plasma frequency.
Figure 6.13 shows the rectified signal picked up by a probe and filtered by a 200 MIN high pass
filter, also shown is the gun voltage. It is generally observed that the rf signal goes to zero when the gun
voltage falls below a critical value, usually 150 volts. In Figure 6.14 the behavior of the rf is shown for
various bank voltages, and it is evident that the 01 lasts longest for the lowest voltages, the time to cut off
always corresponding to the same critical gun voltage. In Figure 6.15 we show the effect of introducing more
gas, and we sec that the time to rf cut off and to die critical gun voltage decrease together. These observations
correspond to results on '11 washer buns in Constance If, that show hot ions being produced during the early
part, of the pulse, and lasting longer for lower bank voltages.
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3. Discharge Mechanism .
In this section we consider a model of the "steady state" discharge in die washer gun. We know that
the discharge currcnt 1L) is constant at, say, 1000 amps with an anode-cathode voltage Vs = 100 150 volts.
Visually, the discharge seems uniform over the whole cathode and there arc no pit marks on the cathode to
indicate arcing. If we assume that all of the discharge power (100kW) is dissipated at the cathode (20cm2),
the temperature rise of a copper slab after I cosec is — 100 * C(4), dius thermionic electron emission is
excluded. 'ilie discharge current If) = 1+ + I, = 1+(1 + -y) where I+ is die ion current and ^t is the
secondary emission of electrons by ion bombardment. For clean Cu (no gas layer), -y F :^:s .01.(5) However,
for a gas covered target 7 = 0.1— 0.2.(6) Let us assume 7 = 0.2. 'Then J+ =— 40a/cm 2 , Let us assume
T, in the discharge plasma = 20eV, then we compute n = 4 X 10 13 . We know that outside the sun,
an 8mm interferometer is cutoff, n > 1.7 X 10 13 , 'thus the model seems to hold, so far, In the "steady
state", the ions flowing to the cathode must be replaced. Since excitation cross sections are about equal to the
ionization cross section, we assume an ".-ffective" ionization energy V, -- 30. 'fhc power needed to sustain
the ion flow is Pi = I+V, = NkW. The power source is assumed to be the secondary electrons 1, = 71+,
accelerated by VD , P, = 0.21+ X 156 = 301+ = 241Cw. This is a little too close for comfort, but it is
plausible!
Ilhe ionization is due to the primary electrons and the plasma electrons. If the neutral density is
3 X 10" (10millitorr), the primary electrons have a mean ionization path c.- 30 crn, much longer than the
gun. However, if TG = 20eV for the plasma (n = 3 X 10 13) electrons, < ov > i_ 1.1 X 10 —' 8 and
the ionization rate can be accounted for within the gun structure (L ^^ 8cm). The transfer of the primary
beam energy to plasma electron energy could be accounted for by the bcam-plasma interaction (Langmuir's
famous paradox). This requires the excitation of a strong w p, oscillation (fp ; 56GHz) in a layer just
beyond the cathode fall. We have not yet been able to detect such oscillations and it is not clear if the
failure is due to measuring techniques or if there really arc no such oscillations. If the er were such strong
oscillations then they could set up modulational instabilities and generate the oscillations, that we do observe
at — 1 Gliz which is about fN;.(7) Alternatively, there is die model of Coppi's [Ref. 81 based on a "slide away
distribution" that predicts the direct excitation of fpi oscillations without any fp,. Thesc questions are being
studied now.
4. Hot Cathode Plasma Gun .
In addition to our studies of pulsed gas washer guns, we have begun the coristrrction of a hot-
cathode plasma gun similar to those used by Nczlin [Rcf. 301 and loffc [Ref. 17, 18]. The reported
performance of these guns seems to exceed that of the washer gun. However, there is not much detailed
description available in the literature. Tlie apparent advantage of this gun is that it gives us one more degree
of control by virtue of having a t crmionic cathode (L• aLQ so dial the ratio of electron to ion current at the
cathode may be increased. Since the cathode runs hot (> 1500 *
 C), there will be no reservoir of surface
absorbed gas.as in die cold cathode washer gun, and die amount of gas in the discharge will be more fully
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controllable by the gas valve. Tle principal technical problem has been that of designing a long lived W
filament to heat the graphite - La1?u, 2 cm dia. cathode. "Phis seems to be solved, and we arc proceeding with
the construction of an assembly for Constance 11.
S. Technology
5.a. Fast Gas Valve. , An electromagnetic gas valve has been built that has an open time of about 300
microseconds. With a fore-pressure of I atmosphere of Hl , it can inject up to 1.5 X 10 18 molecules into a
vacuum sysa^m. The valve is activated by the discharge of a 3 of capacitor (2-3kv) into die figure 6.16
is a sketch of the device, and Figure 6.17 shows the pressure transient measured 15 cm away from the valve
nozzle, in the 500 liter ConsVince 11 chamber.
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